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0 of 0 review helpful Looking Forward to The Dark Harvest Trilogy By TulipGirl I recently listened to an interview 
with the author on ReformedForum org about writing fiction and his upcoming The Dark Harvest Trilogy to be 
published by P R Publishing Montgomery s thoughts on fiction prompted me to buy this book Even though fantasy is 
not my preferred escapist genre I enjoyed the book and finished it in just tw Over a millennium and a half have passed 
since the Ancient Days were brought to an end by the cataclysmic War of Pride Since that time the Ecclemagium has 
acted as steward of the world Its two great Orders serve the twin needs of mankind the need for knowledge and the 
need to control creation Fian Rook is a young scholar of the Lewan Order whose academic achievements earn him a 
trip to Ilgraen capital city of the Ecclemagium There he is to undertake his most impor 
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